ELEVATION, CUT SECTION, ROUND FOUNDATION

1. Light standard
2. Top of fill
3. Slope and ditch vary
4. Useable shoulder
5. Edge of travel lane
6. Limits of 750 square lighting foundation

Notes:
2. Transformer base door shall face roadway.
3. Foundation shall not be installed in ditch flow line.
4. Shoulder break
5. Paved shoulder width varies
6. 0.3 m

ELEVATION, CUT SECTION, SQUARE FOUNDATION

1. Light standard
2. Top of fill
3. Slope and ditch vary
4. Useable shoulder
5. Edge of travel lane
6. Limits of 900 mm non-metal corrugated pipe.

Notes:
2. Transformer base door shall face roadway.
3. Foundation shall not be installed in ditch flow line.
4. Shoulder break
5. Paved shoulder width varies
6. 0.3 m